July 7, 1962

Fumiki, Harry, Baur's high variables
about 10.30 Filled water bottle
July 7, 1462

Out Cook Jerry. Fumiki in
12:45 A.M. cleaned picture hall, done
Observed variable drawings of Jupiter
Seeing: 12x205. Very clear.

Died observations on AE Arg. Fumiki
Out at 3 A.M.

July 9

Open House
Kemper White 6" 4.545 Straightened mirror
Dusk 7:15 CD - 8:30 CD
Uranus 7:30 PM oct 11:50
Fumiki Cook in at 9:45 P.M
Ben Mackie 8:20
Hugh F. Fauquier 6:45 PM
Roper 1:20 PM 3:55
Matthew 7:00 11:50

July 10

Holbrook 7:30 - 10:45 Cloudy
Worked on satellite mount

July 11

Ben Mackie & Friend 3 P.M. 3-15

July 12

Wolf in 9:10 CD cleared at 10:00
Film - TEST PHOTOS - OUT 11:00 PM CDT

July 13

Fumiki Cook & Zetowski in 10:30 P.M

borrowed by W. L. Weevers volume 1938 Vol.
Kennedy, brown's variable star volume.

July 17

Watch picked up membership application 7:00 PM.

July 17

E. Herbert 7:30-11 - Cloudy
Worked on satellite array

H.J. Seaman & C. Long helped Mr. Holbrook with
some work.

Cleared 11:10 Left 11:15
July 18, '52
Matthews in 7:30 — out 10:30
Removed nails from planks and moved into
garage and about lobby. - Repaired leak
in 123" pipe - used two 2" lead-
plates, office and front lobby
- Removed and burned trash. - Various
variables.

Walsh 10:30
For filling in — Walsh pulling out 11:45

Oughton 11:00 — 4:30
Jugular observations — seeing good
no sign of Walsh at 4:30.

July 20
Kenneth White in 10:20. Opened Door
Rain followed in. Out 12:00

Oughton 12:30 - 4:15 47

July 21
Polowski & Kunickie in at 7:30 AM (did 15 M4 objects
in all the lawn, 457 variables)

Out at 11:00 AM

July 21
Kenneth White in at 5:45 PM
Returned old lawn mowers — No Success
in repairing Saw. Played up Throttle
further. Installed new plug in mower.

Walsh in 8:23 - 11:00

Sky completely clouded over 10 minutes
later. Transference great between clouds.
Saw R.Set made up. Seeing great <70"x on Jupiter
still tolerable! Moved out.

Observers Attention!!

Dr. Von Bielskoc (Pyke) wants photos +
magnitudinal estimates of the new comet in
early morning play. Position available only in Harvard Announcement cards.

Jean 6/2
July 23: Open House. Cutty #920. Book $?
- Ken Schafur: 6 P.M.
- Ed & Edith White: 6:30 P.M.; out 11:30 P.M.
- Hugh Rich: Taughlin: 7:30 P.M.
- J. Kunicki: 8:00 P.M.
- Patrick C.
- Harry Marion
- Out at 3:00 A.M.; observed 1941 Z at 11:30. Ken Schafur
- Pope: Out at 2:50, out at 5:00.
- Photos Jupit.:


July 26: W.B. Allemand & Al Wanne. 7:00-10.
- Worked on light for 10" scope.
- Variables.

July 27: Harbeck & S. Vandenburg J. Gouletson
- 10-11 A.M. Rain.

July 29: Kunicki returned variable star books.

July 31: Harbeck (Ed & Edith) 8 two guests.
- Variables - Taught sensitivity of 2.
- Pope: Compresses in 12:00-2:00
- Photo of Jupiter - inferred.

- Pope: in 10:00 at 200. Photos of Jup.
- Pope: in 10:15.
- Aug 2: Albert, Mannell & Klein arrived.
Aug 4
Tunicki, Peter, Robert Saller
New & Big comet. On 11th, at 1 AM. Var.
Tunicki & group did variables about 20. Observed Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Mars and some M+ objects. Also did meteor observing. 135 per hour rate. Pope & Ombroski did Jupiter transit observation. 18 photos.

Date: 11:00 AM.

Aug 6
Piton, Peter is leaving for observatory at 10.
Roy R. Lee, Charlotte, Ethel Greg
Landed crowds.

Aug 7
Popemonte 7:30 AM 12:15
Mary Vinton
\[\text{READ}\]
Harry Benson & Chuck Log in 8:10 (variable) Tunicki
Patrick Cook in 8:00. 10 variables. Jupiter transit work.


More observers. Sign name or call guard.

Bring your own food except radio, chairs, blanket etc.

Hallmark 8:00 - 11:30. Many variables.

Society will need lecturer for next open house August 13. Monday. Odds are that Jerome Walsh will not make it due to an auto accident. Better get some body soon Mr. Konig!!
P. Cook

Aug 8
Tunicki, Bob Bishop.
Tunicki dinner sometimes variables.

Out 6 P.M.

Aug 9
Pope Inn. 8:30 AM 9:20 AM.

Aug 10
Ball (5:15 - 5:40) brought out new 10 volt flashlight.

NOTE: change from box. White's pot. These in locked library.
Aug 10
Smallpox

15.4 J. White  1N 10 3/4 AM  Out 1 30 PM

Ball 2100-2145 connected with immersion of 2100 Fri.
and packed connected with list for hydrocarbons.

Hallsch 5:30 - 6:00 Some visitors
from Madison mentioned

Aug 13
Monday. Open House

Zoll

Hugh L. McLaughlin 7:00 PM

John Upshaw 7:30 - 11:15

Jim White 7:30 to 10:45

Jim White 7:30 to 10:45

Costance 7:30 P.M. 11:15

Mrs. Callis 8:00 P.M.

Mrs. Lamond 8:00 PM

Bill Conkey 8:30 - 11:00

Aug 14

KHTTPRequestOperation

Kaepernick 8:00 - 11:00

Aug 16

Allred & Sennett & Klaassen

4 pounds until Moon got too bright

left at 10:30

Aug 18

Ken & Jim White in 12th AM  Out 3:45 AM  Hands 450

Aug 19

Patricia Cook Jones 

Jim White

Harry Loomis

Cook returned, say and fielders, field currency


Aug 21

Wen & Anne Allred came out at

7:00. Laid up tennis
shing on Bindstaff. Song of Cowdy

Season & her -

Aug 24  Wonda Oympouchi 12:00 - 1:30 am
waited for appearance of Jupiter

Aug 25  Albrecht Weim & Anne installed cover shutters on Reiter staff

Aug 25  Ferenczi Oympouchi & Vaage in 9:00 pm did variables and Jupiter work
K.D. White in 12:00 am out 2:30 AM
Long Bush Too L. McConnell 3:10:40 PM - 1:00
Oympouchi 12:00 - 1:35 AM Jupiter

8-27-62

OPEN HOUSE
Ken & Vien White and Bruce Cutin in 6:30 PM
Hugh & M. Taufkin

Aug 26  2:30 AM in.
 Ralph Miller
 Rudy Selmann
 Jim Brun

C. Hadewych 8:00 pm 11 pm
C. Schmidt
E. Ebeling
K. Kleinman

John Reschly 7:30 - 11:00
George out 11 AM. Good Night.

Halbach  8:30 - 1:00 AM
End Variety Night

Larry Urbani - 7:30 - 2:00 AM. (Guide & Observer)
Dr. Schmidt 7:30 - 2:00 AM.
(C. guide & observer)
Jim Brun 7:30 - 2:00 (Guide & Observer)
Ellen  7:30 - 2:00 (Observer)

Tues. night.

Aug 29. C & D Matthewson in 8:00 PM and 10:10 PM. Cloudy. Worked in Satellite Bldg. Took collection of circuits - nature along for testing.


Sept 2. Henny Seaman. Worked on 12:30 AM. Out 4:20 AM. NGC'scope. 11:30 PM 1:00 AM.

Sept 2. Henny L. La 9:10 PM - 11:00 PM. Twickel group at 9:10 PM. Observed variables and NGC's out 11:10 PM.


Out 1:05 AM.


Sept 5. 5:00 AM to look for Sput 1. Saw object to 4:19 AM. Out 2:30. (1) 5:33. (2) 5:30. Salofer.

Sept 5. Pope In. 7:00 PM, Out. 9:00.
Sept 5 (continued) Aurora & 3 Jupiter satellite phenomenon. Did Variable, M's, doubles, etc. all night. Temp (41°)record low for date. Out 6:00 AM.

Sept 6. 6 - 4:45 AM 5 - 15 AM.
Checked telescope for Rosaires.

Sept 6. Allied & Island arrival at 8:00.
Black and Peace made test photographs. 
Saturn using 12" Reflect 
Kelt & Klein used 10" for variable & mirator. Left at 9:30.

Sept 6. Peace & Glaser in 8 PM out 11 PM
Planetary photos.

Sept 7. Pope in at 7:00 AM at 7:40.

Sept 7. Lass in at 8:15 PM. Out at 8:30.

Sept 7. Sat., 8 AM to 8:30 PM. 
All members came out.

Sat. Sept 8 - about 9:30 AM to 12 Noon
to help clean up.

Ken Sheffin

Sept 7. Henry & Jeff 9:00 PM to 10:45 PM
Ken & Ken & Jeff 9:30 PM out 10:30.

Cook & Lunch & group 9:30 PM.

EdJones KHA 6258

Lee Nelson 18Q 6555 KHA 9631
Sept. 8
3:30 AM to 11:00 PM

- Would you please stop cleaning up come! Unless you know what you are throwing out please leave it alone!

- Sept. 10
  Pope in 7:00 PM - out 12:00 PM
  K.H. White on 9/22 and 10/2 Sat. Occ.
  Glaser in 8:15 PM - out 11:15 PM
  Pope in 8:15 PM - out 11:15 PM

- Sept. 11
  Pope in 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

- Sept. 12
  Pope in 7:00 PM - out 9:30
  Mathies 7:45 to 9:30
  Observed and drew Jupiter

- Sept. 14
  Pope in 7:00 PM - out 11:00 PM
  John P. White on 10/29 and 12/20, July 26

- Sept. 16
  12 1/2" not useable - took mirror for recoating - back by Sept. 22 latest
  Glaser out 3:35 PM

- Sept. 20
  Glaser & Bowman installed & aligned 12 1/2" mirror - color photos of Jupiter out 11:45 PM

- Sept. 21 LV
  Keck in 10:00 PM
  Glaser in 10:00 PM
  Noglington in 10:00 PM

- Oct. 22
  Carl Cook - Work Party
  Albert & L Camel
9-23-62

Kentucky White & B. Butten 11 45 out from Radiolites.

Terry Biltmann - 1 P.M. variables before dark.

Jimmie Cook & Kunicki out 1:25 A.M.

1:20 P.M. Terry Biltmann out 1:20 P.M.

1:20 A.M. Jim Brown left 1:20 P.M.

9/25/62

Harry J. Scarrow IN 7:00 OUT 7:55

Torn a cloth out after arrival. Could not get dome right open, must be off its track.

Allen & Bramwell arriving at 7:30.

Ed Blaun, Photographs of nebulae.

Found shutter cable off. Pulled out of pelleau. Took down antennae from lightning and made it worse.

Used out 09:15.

9/28/62

Canastin White 10:31 Out 12:31

Seeing Ex - NGC 8 Jupiter & Saturn

Found Exercise holder very loose.

Bill Cook in 8:10 A.M.

AC Schmidt in 8:19 P.M. - out 7:00 A.M.

9/30/62

Jerry Biltmann out - 7:00 A.M. (9/30)

Bill Cook

Jerry Kunicki

Fireball sightings - 5 mag. S.E. WHITE 8:15 P.M.

Show with train. Full date synced.

Mark Kunicki - Dynamite made

Lent me for a week.

Mark Kunicki 87 D

Gnome P. Martin - AC Spark Plug 1840 0818 0.625 & 0.625

Canastin White 12:30 A.M.

WNQ FLG in at 8:10 P.M. - 1000 A.M.

Did 3 day variables and did radio test.

White out at 2:30 CST. Out 6:00.

Oct 1 1962 - Hubble prepared for "Fall Line 1962 October"

9:30 - 11:02 P.M.

Oct 3, 1962 - GLASER - TO PHOTOGRAPH NEBULIG STR 3 DIS.

Oct 3, 1962 - WHITE - TO PHOTOGRAPH NEBULIG STR 3 DIS.

(Handwritten notes and entries in a logbook, detailing observations and activities related to astronomy and equipment maintenance.)
Oct. 4 4:30 PM, Moonwatch. Raymond Jef

8:15 PM.

Oct. 10 Glaser & Pease - Jupiter photos with 12½"
Star photos with astrographer
In: 8:00 PM Out: 11:00 PM

Can 7:00 PM - out 9:00 PM

7th grade class - Methodist Church,
Waukesha, Wis.
Tom Richard Stewart, teacher

Oct. 12 - Out - Cook 1840218 Unit T

Chuck Hanni

Pease - Star photos with astrographer
In: 9 PM Out: 10 PM

Cook out 10 AM Jupiter & Saturn

Out 12 - Glaser - Color photos & transits of
Jupiter's disturbance on Jupiter.

Note: There are 2 dark spots on the SEB near
of these spots.
all in at 8 P.M. - th 13th

10-14-62
Hand Lim White 1414 0316 unit 212 5 12 23 am 4 th 3 AM Radio Test.
Kunichi 4 wheels and group 40

Oct. 15
Pope in 6:00 out 10:00

Oct 16
Heads 715 11:15 PM 1942
Threw that in 5:30 out 9:15 Inspecting

Oct 18
Albert & Brannen 6:25 9:30
8 variables in 2 pieces of a
1 ray satellite W to E
7:00 PM 9:00 PM

10-20-62
Kunichi White in 12 PM out 2:30 AM 1723 62
Put Cook KHB 1723 unit 1 in 12:00 am
Cloudy, no actors right at all. 26
Albert, Halbro, Back 8:30 to 3:30
worked on Budstoff wiring circuit
Cook cleaned desk, stripped desk in Hua
Don Le Fave
801 Oakland Ave
Waukesha

10-20-62
Kunichi White in 2 1/3 PM KHB 1723 out 2
Radio Tests (Local) out 3 3/4 PM
10-21-62
Kunichi White in 8:35 AM out 10:00 Clody

23-62
Ed Hallard 7:45 10:10
32 Wind Chill
10-24-62
Kunichi White in 9:45 PM 20 KHB 2084

10-26-62
Alex Warkin in 7:00 out 9:00
Check on ELECT Wiring will set
new Boxer
Kunichi White in 10 15 KHB 2084 out 7:45 clody
no metal box cover closed up. Checked
sides for distance
10-27-62 WA9FLG Fumichi
 In 8:00 pm. KHA71723 Cook variables, N.G.C.'s
 in 11:30 KHA 20074 The whites out 4 AM
 in 8:00 AM Schmidt - Deep sky observing.

Dettmann - 12" scope 9 var. ten picture
3 meteors M-1, M-15, M-10, M-14, M-14
M-34, M-35 out 7:30.

Fumichi, dial 20 variables and did
radio contacts. Out 7:30 A.M.
Cook did 5 variables, N.G.C.
SWEEP OFFICE CLOCK.

Schmidt M-57, M-35, M-45, M-36
M-37, 39, 44, 44, 35, 44.

10-31-62 4 day work party
in 8:30
13QO1864 Dettmann
WA9FLG Fumichi
Al Schmidt
Pat Cook KHA71723 in 10:00 pm.
Chuck Harris David Shurzow

11-1-62 12:00 Pat Cook out. KHA 1923 - pointight
11:30 a.m. 8" 10" 12.5" finders
aligned antenna adjusted

WA9FLG Fumichi
18QO1864 Dettmann
KHA 1477
KHA 2054

11-1-62 KHA 1697 ADJ. in 6 US out 9 AM
11-1-62
11-2-62

Johan T. Hoveland Madison WIs.
mailed 7T elements plot two
antennas - adjusted them.

11-3-62

Eli County

Released 47T elements plot two
antennas - adjusted them.

11-4-62
Nov. 2, 1962

18 QRM 1867 Dettmann
WA9FLG, Yamasaki
KHB 1723, Cook

Did radio contacts and
for the first time watched TV!

KHB 6171 Harvey Yamasaki
KHB 8171 - Unit 3 - Jerry Schickowski

Nov. 2-62 - Howard Shaf, with group of
27 Girl Scouts from West Seattle.

Please clean up
your film paper
in Dome. It
looks like Hell!

November Shafe

11/3/62 Pat Cook cleaned lecture hall, helped
arrange bulletin board, burned garbage,

Temp 44° worked on antenna.

Terry Dettmann 1829 8617
arranged display in front,

First guest talk, cleared door in
lecture hall.

Yamasaki, cleaned tiles, done, lecture hall,

tried to repair tape recorder, put up
new antenna, and did radio talk.

Out at 6:30 P.M.
11/3/62  1800 186 7  Bellmang lived out at 7:30 after 58 1/2 hours
    packed and took tiles from hall,
    lecture hall, cleaned
11/5/62  Schipper packed in bush cart, out 9:30
    turned 3 miles in north
    ken, ran with light, KHB 2084  in 9:30 out 10:30
11/7/62  9:30 went to a lecture
    one moose ate another moose after fight
    Carl and Denny matched tool warralana
    west service club on tools cloudy!
11/7/62  7:30 to 10:07
    front door was found open
    lite in stove did not work freely
11/7/62  Nagey Peace showed shop to
    16 members of Brockfest Central
    dog, showed club 7-9:30 P.M.
11-10-62  Ken Shippee worked on elect line
    12:30 P.M. it altogether replaced cable
    on shutter, Louis Saito, living on
    1" out 1:50
11/11/62  KHB 1723 Pat Cook 11 12:00
    WAG FLG Nakoki
    KHB 2084 11:47 Sam White
    Kenichi did radio work and variable
    star recording, they slowly got cold out
    out 11 3:25 A.M
11-12-62  Ken Safer Hap Peace with 27-6th grad
    Fried Shorl Brockfest
    in 7:00 out 7:00
11-13-62  Ken and Denny KHB 2084  in 5:30
    out 9:45 cloudy
11-16  10:10 AM Friday 16. Ben Saferick
    came to see about tying kinky
    rnd, Jim White KHB 2084  in 11:40 out 3 A.M
11-17  Ben Jomaine
    cloudy, rain
    Halden 3:15 to 10-15
11/22 9:45 PM Terry Dettmann 18021867

Don Hoaga

11/23 12:00PM Clouded over, no dance for observation
Alex Rhyser M47, M43, Sirius - Dettman cleaned lecture hall 'extras'.
Front Hall Clothing Closet
Testing CB3 + Walkie Talkie

SNOW!

Jim White in 330PM KHB2084 out 6:00PM
Joe Schmidt in 5:17PM 11/23/62

11/23/62 Don Hoaga, IN 9:45PM. Cleaned lecture hall. Out 10:35 P.M.

11:00 Beautifully clear. Schmidt on 1.5 & 8 scope. Working deep sky 5m objects. 1/10e01 variables moved in.

Something is wrong with the furnace. Sparking system does not work properly.

11/24/62 5:00 P.M. Agreed.

Test several variables, only able to resolve to 8" magn. Because of slight haze.
Elements on beam not parallel. You can cook or melt a virtual dream.

Took notes for a science fair project on variables stars from book in the library.
01/24/62 6:10 P.M. Cloudy, Whites coming out.

11/24/62

New 54" Shewalls 1''65''41'' out 4 30'' 2'' KB 20544

Sternig 59 21'' Pass each all once 11 5''34'' (KB 10544)

Cordella 58 74'' Family 12''5'' 12''30'' (KB 2777) (Brought back)

Saw Tom & Dorine

11/25/62 1:00 P.M. Beautifully clear.

Saw out 4:10 P.M.

Dettmann 1800 186''

Ice variables (12.5'')

Schmidt 10'' scope

M 46

Dettmann 10'' scope

Capella, Sirius, & G. Orionis

Schmidt 38 deep sky objects Jim White 30 Obj.

5:00-5:30 P.M.

Dettmann & Schmidt

Pallas, remnants of the

Venus

Andromeda's meteors

Moon

Cook, our antenna isn't pulling out, it could use adjustment. A better idea would be to try a ground plane; co-ax, or beam.

1800 186''

All Schmidt out 7:00 - 11/25/62

3 7'' hours

Dettmann 1800 186''

Out 9:00 after 59 hours

11/26/62

Jupiter - In 5:00 pm, out 8:30 pm

Yielding.
Tuesday - Halbach 7:32-8 PM

Plan is clean but 1/2 rope and some cables a mess, Halbach leaves because equipment is not usable.

11/29/62
Claser E.H. 5:30 PM, out 7:00 PM
Color Photos of Jupiter

11/30/62
Winds: in 5130 mph out 7 mph
Transit Observations of Jupiter

11/30/62
Deitmann 1809/1867
in 11:15 with brother

done opened by myself (Deitmann)
alone very fast to get
the credit for fixing it
showed father around observatory
sirius 3 for father and brother

12/1/62
Very cold
7% variables before a light haze moved in
8:00

Saw Mars

12/1/62
Halbach & Albertshof repaired
Cable in dome & twisted Berkeley
Helg. 9:00- 2:00 PM
Deitmann put up ground plane
antenna

12/1/62
Al Schmidt in 7:00 P.M.
12/1/62
I U once again
Pat Cook, KMB 1723
Chuck Hovarth, still here
Eckert, W9FLG in 9:00 PM Out 1:00 PM
Curtis, W9PB 2:00 PM Out 9:00 PM
Lena, W9LF 1:30 PM Out 1:00 PM
Cook, Stuff, Al, M, M. S. 25 N. 69's
Bellman out 8:45 AM

12/2/62
a Schmetter out 8:45 AM
Bill Zast out 8:45 AM
25 N. 69's

12/3/62
Lam 18, WKNB 2084 11 Oct Out 7 PM - Repir
11259 on antenna lead Out 7 PM

12/4/62
- Don Haaya - Helped show slides -
-Give Tour 8:00 PM
- OPEN HOUSE Out at 9:30

12/7/62
The Whites, M. D. and D. W. 2084 9:30
- Worked on library Out 3 PM

12/5/62
Krimmel, W9PB 1:00 PM Out 9:00 PM
Krimmel - W9FLG

12/13/62
Alfred & Graham 3 Variables
+10° Big Moon

12/14/62
Finished up Oel Bullpen 1:30 - 4:30 PM
Out 1:30 PM
Krimmel white 10:30 AM Out 3 PM
Clouds 2 pm

12/15/62
Mal Kremm, white, closed 8 PM
Krimmel white 10:30 PM Out 3:30 PM
Cloudy 2 pm
Dec 21
Pat Cook 12:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Cook -> Cloudy - Did NOTING! Out 12:15 AM

12-26-62 Schmidt in 5:30 PM

12-23-62 Kuntzin White in 8:45 PM out 10:30 PM

12-21-62 Fed in 7:30 PM out 10:20 PM

Kunkel in 5:30 PM. 12/26/62

Did radio test with observer in

now our

communication with other headquarters

within a 500 mile range or more.

also our observer's best joining

between observers of some sections

(former) diel variables and general

(person who took radar part of the)

observation's please return. Kunkel

12-29-62 so mostly photography

out radio contact with other

observers on CB today.

Daylight observation at 6pm.
12/31/62 Jim Bren in 8:30

12/30/62 Mr. Viller, Ed Bren & Lesser

Delmann in 12:01 AM
Jim Bren in 12:01.5
Schmidt in 12:01 AM

1/1/63 Jim Bren out at 1:30 AM
Schmidt out 1:30 PM, Astrophotography
with 1030 plates. Observed N57's and
Planetary and asteroid work, cloudy.
(St in 120 hours)

Delmann out 1:30 PM
We are forming an
occultation committee, will
those who are here during
occultations time them, we
can't always do it. There
is a list of occultations on
the board and a list of
information we should have
Thanks

13" 7A light in out of order!

1-4-63

1/11/63
7:00

Pat Cook, Jerry Kunicki, Don & Jim White 10:40 PM

NOTICE: